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AESTRACT'

A soil bin test facility was developed at the University of Manitoba for indoor soil

dynamics studies, specifically on soil-machine interaction research in agriculture. The

soil bin permitted soil-machine interaction research being studied continuously without

weather intemrption and allowed researchers to control soil conditions. The soil bin

featured fixed soil containers and a moving carriage. The soil containers were designed

to enable quick soil preparation and testing different soil types in one test run. An 1 1.19

kW electric motor was fixed to a position at one end of the soil bin. The moving caniage

was towed by the electric motor via a chain and sprocket system and traveled at a design

maximum speed of 2.78 m/s. Conceptual designs of a 3-directional dynamometer for

measuring soil-tool interaction forces and a single wheel tester for measuring breaking

torque of soil-wheel interaction were also studied and presented.
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CÏ{APTER. 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

Soil bin is a generic term for a test facility for studying soil dynamics, specifically on

soil-machine interaction research in agriculture. The application of soil bin for soil-

machine interaction research was initially established by several research institutes, such

as the National Tillage and Machinery Laboratory (NTML) in the United States, the U.S.

Army Tank Automotive Center Land-Locomotive, the Vicksberg Waterways

Experimental Station, and Caterpillar Tractor Co. (Clark and Liljedahl 1968). Soil bins

can be used for indoor and outdoor testing. But, many soil bins are intended for indoor

testing. There are two broad divisions of soil-machine interaction studies. The first is on

the applications of tools related to soil engaging and materials incorporation operations.

The second is on the applications related to tractive devices, such as wheels and tracks.

Soil bins were used more often in the first division than in the second.

Ideally, soil-machine interaction tests are conducted in fields for development of a

prototype machine or evaluations of an existing machine, so that the tests could emulate

the actual farm situation. Several problems often limit field-testing. The problems come

from two sources, the weather condition and the soil condition. Testing can only be

conducted when the weather is suitable for farming operations. But weather condition

and changes in climate affect farming operations (Hammer et al. 2000). Manitoba has a

variable weather condition (MMSW 2002), which permits farming operations durìng the



growing season only. So, the weather condition lirnits the time period for conducting a

f,reld test in Manitoba.

Soil condition consists of soil types, soil moisture content, and roughness of soil

surface. Soil types may vary greatly within one field (Clark and Liljedahl 1968) and also

from one field to another. Therefore, replicating the same soil condition is a challenge in

field-testing. Moisture content, which influences the mechanical and dynamical

properties of the soil, varies within one field. Natural field condition is bumpy that might

affect the machine traveling speed and the working depth of a test-tool. But, controlling

these parameters is essential for valid comparisons of measurements of tools or traction

devices. (Gill and Berg 1968). These infield conditions parameters are beyond the

control of researchers in field conditions.

Soil bins provide several benefits to soil-machine interaction studies. If located

indoor, tests can be conducted all year round without weather intemrption. Soil bins also

allow researchers to control soil type and soil moisture content (Stafford 1979). In

addition, researchers can replicate the same soil condition in a soil bin easily for every

test. Monitoring and controlling of travel speed and working depth of the test tools can

also be done easily in a soil bin. Experiments using soil bins can also reduce

experimental errors due to the precise control on the tool working depth and travel speed

(Chen 2002).



Soil bins provide tremendous benefits to researchers. But there are several limitations

in soil bin testing. Firstly, soil bins are built under dimensional constraints. For instance,

the design dimensions of most soil bins may be chosen to accommodate only three test-

tools for testing in one pass (Liu et aL.2002). Therefore, most soil bin testing is limited

to a small number of test-tools. Secondly, soil bins have a limit in maximum loads.

Chen et al. (200$ could not test both seed-opener and fertilizer-opener for testing in one

pass in a soil bin because the total loads of those devices exceeded the allowable load

capacity of the carriage. Thirdly, most indoor laboratories are closed confinement. Thus

any high odor materials cannot be tested with indoor soil bins. Rahman et al. (2004)

replaced hog manure with water or dyed liquid when they tested liquid manure injection

tools in an indoor soil bin. Other limitations may include the existence of vegetation and

crop residue that affect the actual performance cannot be replicated in a soil bin.

A soil bin is important for studying soil-machine interaction in the laboratory.

Experiments with 'soil bins can overcome the limits imposed by time constraint to

develop a new design prototype or to evaluate an existing design. But, one should realize

that there are some limitations to soil bin testing. Thus, field-testing still plays a role in

soil machine-interaction studies. Soil bin testing should be used to investigate the initial

phenomena of soil-machine interaction. The results from a soil bin testing may be

validated with field tests.

There is a need for a soil bin test facility to conduct soil-machine interaction studies

at the Biosystems Engineering Department, University of Manitoba. The soil bin should



be able to meet the demand for testing and developing prototype tools, comparing the

performance of existing tools, and studying the phenomena of soil and machine

interaction.

1.2 Objectives

The prime objective of this study was to design and develop a new indoor soil bin at

the Department of Biosystems Engineering, University of Manitoba. The specific

objectives were to develop the design concepts, analyze the design, fabricate, and

assemble the soil bin. In addition, the conceptual design of a 3-directional dynamometer

and a single wheel tester that were needed for soil-machine interaction studies was also

expounded.



CHAPTER.2

I-,ITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Basic components

In general, a soil bin consists of five basic components. The first component is a

soil container to contain soil. The second component is a carriage or a device to mount

test-tools. The third component is the drive system to move the carriage. The fourth

component is a soil-processing device to prepare the soil condition for a desired test. The

fifth component is instrumentation for data collections. Other components may be added

as necessary. An example of an additional component is a camera for capturing the image

of soil movement while a tool cuts through the soil (Jayasuria and Salokhe 2003).

2.2 Design layout

Basically, a soil bin layout describes the physical appearance of a soil bin and its

design configuration. There are two general types of design layouts, and both of them are

related to the design of the soil container. The layouts can be classified upon the shape of

the soil container (circular or straight) or based on the moving component (soil container

or test-tool).

Every design layout has its advantages and disadvantages as describes by Siemens

and'Waber (1964). For instance, a circular soil container is good for continuous testing,



such as testing the weariness of a high-speed tillage tool. However, one must consider

that the difference in traveling speed between the outer edge and the inner edge of the

tool must be included in the analysis. Otherwise, the data is meaningless. This fact

increases the complexity of the analysis. Meanwhile, a straight soil bin reduces the

complexity of the soil bin design and permits easier data analysis. A straight soil bin can

better represent the condition of a tool moving in linear motion in a field operation.

The design of a moving soil container reduces the complexity of the design for

caniage, as the test tool can be mounted to a stationary frame. A stationary frame can

also be equipped with more instrumentation than a moving one (moving carriage). But,

the soil in a moving container can be exposed to vibration from the motion of the

container, which reduces the rigidity of the soil in that container. Furthermore, the

amount of power required is directly proportional to the load. Thus, movìng a soil

container requires tremendous amount of power to accelerate the heavy soil to an

intended speed. But, relatively smaller amount of power is required to move a carriage.

Moving soil container design also requires more space than movin g caniage. Therefore,

the design with moving carriage and stationary soil container design is the better option.

2.3 Soil bin classification

Soil bins can be classified into large-scale soil bins and small-scale soil bins. The

size of the soil bin influences the type of testing, the amount of data collected, and the

number of test tools per test run. The signif,rcant difference between a large-scale and a

small-scale soil bin is the overall length of the soil bin. The overall length of the soil bin



consists of the working length and the effective length of the soil bin. The overall length

directly refers to the length measured from one end to another of the entire soil bin

structure. The working length refers to the total traveling distance of test tool. The

effective length is the distance over which a test tool is moving in a constant speed. It is

important to note that the effective length for measurements is important. According to

Gill and Berg (1968), tool draft varied with the tool traveling distance. Hence, draft and

other data should be taken at the constant tool traveling speed. Usually the longer the soil

bins, the more data points can be collected in one pass.

A soil bin at the National Soil Dynamics Laboratory (NSDL), in the United States

is a good example of a large-scale soil bin. The length of the soil bin is 75 m long,6 m

wide, and 0.6 to 1.5 m deep. Another large-scale soil bin is located at the Obihiro

University of Agricultural and Veterinary Medicine, Japan (Taniguchi et al. 1999). The

soil bin is 100 m long, 4.3 m wide, and 1.0 m deep.

The soil bin designed by Siemens and Weber (1964), Stafford (1979), Durant et

al. (1980), Godwin et al. (1980), and Onwualu and Watts (1989) are some examples of

small-scale soil bins. The length of those soil bins ranges from 5 to l3 m. Therefore, one

can classify any soil bins longer than 20 m as large-scale bins and those shorter or equal

to 20 m as small-scale soil bins.

It was reported that large-scale soil bins are able to test a test-tool at a test speed

up to 4.8 m/s (Burt et al. 1980; Taniguchi et al. 1999). Most small scale soil bins have a



maximum test speed range of 1.0 to 3.0 m/s. In arare occasion, Stafford (1979) designed

a soil bin with a test speed of up to 5.5 m/s for a total working length of 10 m.

Soil bin length directly affects the capability of collecting a sufficient amount of

data and achieving a high test speed. The capability to reach a high test speed is also

influenced by the size of the motor that drives the carriage. A closer observation reveals

that the motion profile of a test-tool consists of three sections: the acceleration, constant

speed (effective length), and the deceleration sections. Regardless of the motor

capability, a motor requires some distance for acceleration to achieve the desired constant

speed. The higher the target test speed, the longer the distance needed to accelerate and

decelerate under the same motor power. Furthermore, the higher the target test speed, the

shorter the time it takes to travel over the working length. Thus, if the length of a soil bin

is long enough, one should have an ample distance to be allocated for acceleration and

deceleration sections, and a high test speed is feasible as well.

2.4 Soil bin components

2.4.1 Soil container

The primary function of a soil container is to contain soil. A soil container can

also be used to provide support to the carriage rails (Godwin et al. 1980; Onwualu and

Watts 1989). It has also been discussed that the design of a soil container is influenced

by the need of having a moving container or stationary container.



The dimensions of a soil container are the major factors in a soil bin design,

influence the overall dimensions of the soil bin. Basically, the dimension selection has

two constraints. The first constraint is the space limitations. This factor determines the

possible length of the soil bin and consequently affects the motion profile of the test tool.

The second constraint is boundary effects on the test results. By def,rnition, the boundary

effect is interference from the sidewalls and the bottom floor of the soil container.

There are no specific theories for determining the dimensions of a soil container.

Previous reports had made several assumptions to come up with a valid dimensional

value. Sowers (1962) cited by Clark and Liljedahl (1963) stated that for tesring atrack

type traction device, a length to width ratio of 5 or larger for the container could satisfy

the testing without boundary effects. Harrison (1961) cited by Clark and Liljendahl

(1961) suggested that a width to depth ratio of 3 to 1 was adequately enough to prevent

boundary effects. Clark and Liljedahl (1961) improvised a method for traction device

testing, based on the theory of shallow ioundation of bearing capacity. This theory was

normally used in civil engineering. Initially, it was assumed that a traction device had an

infinitely long footing in longitudinal direction, so the problem could be reduced to a

two-dimensional analysis for selecting the width and depth of the soil container. The

width and depth of the soil container was determined based upon the width and weight of

a test wheel or track. They were determined by calculating the failure zones produced by

the soil-traction device interaction. A rule of thumb, suggested by Schafer (1988), cited

by Onwualu and Watts (1989), focused on the width and depth selection for tool testing.



The method treated the value for minimum soil container width as a function of the

working depth and width of the tool.

A soil container can be designed to be a big tank that covers the whole length of a

soil bin (Onwualu and Watts 1989). It can also be designed to occupy only the constant

speed section, which is more cost-effective. A soil container can be designed to be a

combination of small sections for testing various soil types in one test run (Stafford

1979). It can also be designed to have an adjustable width and length to satisfy variety of

test purpose (Godwin et al. i980).

Some soil containers were designed with transparent sidewalls (Jayasuria and

Salokhe 2003), so that the soil displacement within the soil container can be observed.

An uncommon design was proposed by Liu et al. (2002), in which the soil container

could be lifted at one end by a pair of hydraulic cylinders in order to simulate a slope

surface condition for tillage erosion studies.

2,4.2 Carriage

The primary function of a carriage is to transport test tools. Other functions

include transporting soil processing devices and housing instrumentation. Siemens and

Waber (1964) suggested thata carriage should be rigid enough to subject the weight of

test tools and the forces that are produced by the tools. Another important consideration

in the design of a straight soil bin is to ensure that the carriage motion is maintained in a

straight path. For this reason, Onwualu and Watts (1989) employed a set of four rigid
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wheels, running along the rails on the vertical plane of the sidewalls. Stafford (1979) ran

the carriage on an overhead rail. Godwin et al. (1980) used a steel angle as the guide rail,

so that the rigid wheels rolled on the steel angle instead of on the flat surface of a rail.

The tendency for carriage tilting should also be considered. Onwualu and Watts (19S9)

used another sets of rigid wheels running along the bottom surface of an l-beam rail to

prevent the carriage from tilting.

2.4.3 Soil processing devices

Soil processing devices are used to prepare soils in the soil container for testing.

The devices may consist of several components such as a rotary tiller, a leveler, and a

compaction roller. The devices may be mounted on a specifically designed carriage for

the soil processing devices (Durant et al. 1980), or shares a common carriage with the test

tool (Onwualu and Watts 1939). When the carriage is shared, either a tool or a soil-

processing device will be mounted to the carriage at one time.

2.4.4Drive system

An electric motor is the common driving power source. Stafford (1979) used a

DC electric motor (20 kW) to drive the carriage. The maximum test speed was up to 5.5

m/s. A distance of 3 m was designed for acceleration and deceleration sections and the

effective length was 4 m. Onwualu and Watts (1989) employed a combination of an

electric motor and a hydraulic motor and pump. Durant et al. (1980) used an electric
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motor to drive a hydrostatic transmission system. Godwin et al. (1980) used a stationary

tractor engine (internal combustion) to drive the carriage.

2.4.5 Instrumentation

The most common instrumentation is a force dynamometer that measures forces

of the test-tools in horizontal, vertical, and lateral directions (Stafford 1979). There are

many types of dynamometers that can be used for soil bin applications. Those

dynamometers can be classified into frame types and linkage types (Kirisci et al. 1993).

In a frame type dynamometer, force transducers are mounted into a frame that is to be

installed between the tool to be tested and a soil bin carriage or a tractor drawbar. The

dynamometer used on the previous soil bin in the Department of Biosystems Engineering

is a frame type dynamometer. This dynamometer measured three orthogonal forces

(horizontal or draft, vertical, and lateral) and had been used for many soil-tool interaction

studies (Rahman and Chen 2001; Chen 2002). Like most frame type dynamometers, this

dynamometer was large, which changed the position of the tool relative to the toolbar,

which is not desired in drawbar force measurements. A linkage type dynamometer can

overcome this drawback, as it is more compact in structure.

Linkage type dynamometers have been developed by many researches. Zoerb et

al. (1983) and Kirisci et al. (1993) designed instrumented hitch pins to replace the usual

implement hitch pin. The strain gauges installed in the pins generated force signals that

were recorded as the drawbar force of an implement. Most pin type dynamometers are 1-

D äynamometers that can measure drafts only. Vertical and lateral forces of a tool or an
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implement are also important in many studies. Furthermore, pins cannot accommodate

bending moments exerted on the drawbar by a tool or an implement.

Another linkage type dynamometer is ring dynamometers, such as extended

octagonal ring (EOR) dynamometers (Siemens and Weber 1964; Hoag and Yoerger

1975; Godwin 1975; Gu et al. 1991). They were developed for accommodating large

bending moments and measuring two or three forces. The latest development for EOR

dynamometers includes large capacity double EOR dynamometers developed by Tessier

et al. (1992), McLaughlin et al. (1998), and Chen et al. (2005) for measuring forces

exerted by an implement on the tractor drawbar.

In any dynamometer design, the locations of transducers or strain gauges are

critical. The optimal strain gauge locations are those where the measurement of one

force is not affected by that of another force. In other words, the optimal locations should

minimize or eliminate the crossing effects between the force measurements in three

directions. One of the drawbacks of EOR dynamometers is the diffîculty in selecting the

strain gauge locations to minimize the crossing effects.

In summary, a compact dynamometer was needed to replace the previous frame

type soil dynamometer used in the previous soil bin. The compact dynamometer should

measure three orthogonal forces, minimize the crossing effects between three forces, and

be able to accommodate large bending moments.
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2.5 The role of soil bin in soil-machine Ínteraction

Soil bins have been used to test soil engaging tools and materials incorporation

tools. Soil engaging tools include tillage tools and seeding openers. Materials

incorporation tools include manure injection tools and straw incorporation tools. Studies

conducted on these tools included measurements of draft requirement and characteristics

of soil disturbance caused by the tool (Rahman and Chen 2001), evaluations of existing

tools (Chen and Ren 2002), and development of a prototype tool (Chen 2002). A soil bin

was also utilized for evaluating str4w and soil movement resulting from a tillage tool (Liu

2005) and the distribution pattern of liquid manure in soil following manure injection

(Rahman et al. 2004). Chen et al. (2004) studied the performance of drill and crop as

affected by various drill configurations in a soil bin.

2.6 The role of soil bins in soil-traction studies

Researchers have been using soil bins to investigate the phenomena of soil-traction

and soil compaction. Raheman and Singh (2002) studied the effect of steering forces on

a driven tractor wheel in a soil bin. Canillas and Salokhe (2002) developed a decision

support system to predict soil compaction based on a soil bin research. Carmen (2002)

evaluated the degree of compaction caused by a towed wheel in a soil bin. Others

(Watyotha et al.200l; Hendriadi and Salokhe2002) utilized a soil bin to gain a better

understanding in cage wheel design to improve the traction of the cage wheel.
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Many soil-traction studies in a soil bin were conducted by utilizing a single wheel

tester. The function of a single wheel tester is similar to that of a soil bin carriage.

However, the single wheel tester is not necessarily movable like a carriage. It can be

fixed stationary on a soil bin when testing.

2.6.1 A single wheel tester

A single wheel tester is atest jig. With this tester measurements are taken under

different vertical loads. Those measurements include input torque, drawbar pull, input

velocity, and output velocity. These data are collected by transducers and data

acquisition systems. Later the data are used to calculate traction performance parameters.

Single wheel testers can be designed in various scales to suit the test objectives. There

were small-scales and large-scale single wheel testers. The large-scale testers are usually

used for field-testing, while smaller-scale testers are used in the laboratories or operated

on soil bins.

2.6.2 Large-scale single wheel testers

Burt et al. (1980) reported the development of a single wheel tester used by the

National Tillage Machinery Laboratory (NTML) in the United States. The test tire was

driven by a system that consisted of a radial piston hydraulic motor, a chain drive, a

speed reducer, and a closed loop servo for angular velocity control. The angular velocity

could be controlled at 0.3 and 4.2 radls. Maximum torque was 42 000 N-m and could be

reached within 2.1 radls. A hydraulic cylinder and a closed loop control were used to
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regulate the vertical load to the test tire. Maximum applied load was 71.2 kN, but because

of the opposite reaction from the torque reaction force, the net dynamic load was 44.0 kN

at the maximum torque value.

Upadhyaya et al. (1986) developed a unique, mobile single wheel tester. The

machine was equipped with the necessary sensors to measure forward speed, wheel load,

wheel angular speed, torque, and drawbar force. The machine could be operated either

on a control draft option or a control slip option. The maximum tire size that could be

mounted on the machine was 1 m in width and 2 m in diameter. The maximum wheel

load that could be applied was 26.7 kN while the maximum torque was 230 N-m at a

rotational speed of 2103 rpm.

Shmulevich et al. (1996) developed a large-scale single wheel tester for field-testing.

The tester was mounted at the rear of a tractor and towed around a field. The tractor

hydraulics was used to drive the test tire and also power other equipment. The machine

could be equipped with a tire up to 2 m diameter. Vertical load could be applied up to 50

kN and the maximum torque was 31 kN. Alcock and Wittig (1992) also repofted a similar

device. While Shmulevich et al. (1996) used a single frame machine, Alcock and Wittig

(1992) used a dual frame with an inner frame sliding within an outer frame.

2.6.3 Small-scale single wheel testers

Clark and Liljedahl (1969) designed a small-scale single wheel tester for testing the

effect of single, dual, and tandem wheels. The tester was operated in a soil bin 6.7 m
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long, 0.9 m wide, and 0.3 m depth. Ram and Pathak (1969) used a single wheel tester to

investigate the tractive efficiency of soil. A pneumatic tire without lugs was used as the

test tire. The tire size was 0.4 m in diameter and 0.1 m wide. The test tire was driven by a

0.4 kW 3-phase electric motor with a gearbox, a sprocket, and chains affangement. The

soil processing carriage was used as the horizontal wheel load. Two straight rails were

installed side by side in order to permit the test device to move only in forward or reverse

motion.

Wanjii et al. (1997 ) used a single wheel tester to study the distribution of normal and

tangential soil stresses of a rigid wheel. The tester consisted of an outer frame and an

inner frame. The inner frame could move freely in vertical direction within the outer

frame. Normal and tangential dynamometers were installed to the rigid wheel to measure

normal and tangential stresses acting on the wheel. The target vertical load and angular

velocity of the wheel were 1.09 kN and 0.9 radls, respectively. But during the'test, the

angular velocity fluctuated between 0.55 to 0.92 rad/s. A hydraulic motor was used to

drive the rigid wheel.

2.6.4 Design factors

A single wheel tester is designed based upon several factors. Two of the most

important factors are the needs to drive the tire and to provide variable vertical loads to

the test tire. In an active drive study, the test tire is required to have a direct drive to

overcome the motion resistance. In this case, a motor is connected to the test tire to

provide a driving torque. A hydraulic motor was used by Upadhyaya et al. (1986) and
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Shmulevich et al. (1996) to provide torque. An electric motor was used by Ram and

Pathak (1978). One must consider the fact that the speed of the motor must be reduced to

a level which is acceptable to the test. Ram and Pathak (1978) used a chain and sprocket

arrangement to reduce the speed of the motor.

Many traction tests study the effects of various vertical loads. A single wheel tester

may be equipped with a hydraulic cylinder, installed vertically from the center of the

wheel to vary the vertical load (Upadhyaya et al. 1986). Another method to vary the

vertical load is by means of adding a weight block. In some cases, the vertical load may

remain constant (Ram and Pathak i978).

Frame configurations may be considered in the design of a single wheel tester. The

function of the frame is to hold the related components and instrumentation. The frame

should be design to reflect the required parameters. Zoz and Grisso (2003) described

three configurations of a frame design. The simplest configuration is to have a frame

with a single arm, where one end of the arm is connected to the test tire and the other end

is connected to the main frame. A force transducer is connected between the end of the

single arm and the main frame. The transducer in this case measures the drawbar pull

produced by the tire-soil interaction. Although the design is simple, one has to consider

the weight transfer effect for this configuration because the vertical load also influences

the torque to the test tire. The second confrguration eliminates weight transfers by

utilizing two parallel arms. But, measuring the drawbar pull is difficult. The third

configuration has two parallel arms with joints, so that the test wheel is free to move
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along the vertical direction. This configuration is employed in many single wheel tester

designs.
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CHAPTER.3

DESIGN CONCEPTS AND CRITERIA

3.1 Constraints and limitations

Space availability to install the soil bin and the maximum testing speed desired

were two vital factors in the soil bin design. It was decided to build an indoor and straight

soil bin to accommodate those tests during the winter season and to better represent a

typical field operation. The indoor space availability limited the overall length of the soil

bin. The intention was to place the soil bin in the future Biomachinery Laboratory at the

Engineering and Information Technology Complex, University of Manitoba. The longest

measurement from wall to wall of the laboratory is 15 m. Therefore, the overall soil bin

length should be lesser than 15 m. Thus, the soil bin would fall into the category of a

small-scale soil bin.

Agricultural field machines (such as a tractor) are normally operated under a

speed of i0 km/h. Therefore, the maximum speed of the soil bin was set as 10 km/h

(2.78 mls). As aforementioned, testing can be achieved by either moving soil container

or moving tool carriage. For the limited space, moving tool carriage instead of soil

container was the better choice. Thus, the available space could be used optimally for

constructing the soil bin.
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3"2 Components

3.2.1 Soil container, rail, and rail-support

The optimum shape for a soil container would be a rectangular box, where the

carriage could be designed to move along the longitudinal direction of the soil container.

The soil container could be sectional and filled with different soils. Thus, one test run

could cover different soil types, which is effective for studies in comparisons of the effect

of soil types. The soil container mjght not necessarily cover the whole length of the soil

bin system; instead the soil container was chosen to only cover the constant speed section

(effective length) of the soil bin. Thus, the amount of material required to make the box

would be less and the amount of soil required would also be reduced. Furthermore, soil

processing before a test would be completed quicker. Thus, the soil container having

three sections (or three rectangular boxes) was considered for the soil bin. A rail should

be assembled on top of each soil containers side walls to enable carriage motion. The

soil container supported the rails at the center, while both ends of the rails were supported

by rail supports.

3.2.2 Carriage

The carriage structure must be rigid to carry a test-tools and to overcome the draft

of the test-tools. It is essential that the carriage moves in a straight path, so that the

collected data points are consistent. Assembling a steel angle on top of the carriage rail

and using goovy type rigid wheels for the carriage would ensure a straight path, as long

as the groovy wheels roll on the steel angle. The carriage must have a toolbar or toolbar
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plate to mount test-tools. The carriage must also have a capability to adjust the position

of the test-tools ìn lateral and vertical directions.

3.3.3 Drive system

The drive system provides power to move the tool carriage. Power can be provided

by a motor (electrical, hydraulic, or gasoline engine). Selection of motor type depends

upon the convenience of operating the soil bin. Application of a Variable Speed Drive

(VSD) control to regulate the motor speed was preferred instead of a traditional gear

reducers unit, because a VSD allowed for simple drive system designed, easy operation,

and easy to include variety of control instrumentation, such as limit sensors and brakes.

Considering the power supply available at the intended soil bin location, an AC 3-phase

electric motor with a VSD should be the optimal choice for the soil bin drive system.

3.3 Design sketch

A conceptual sketch was developed to show the major components of the soil bin

and the way these components were connected (Fig. 3.i). The ends of the soil bin were

labeled as motor end and tensioner end. An electric motor was located at the motor end

to tow the carriage. A chain tensioner was located at the tensioner end to control the

tension of the chain. A soil container was located at the center of the soil bin. A rigid

rail was installed on top of the soil container. Both ends of the rail were supported by

rail-supports.
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The carriage moved on top of the rails. Two stages of chain and sprocket systems

linked the carriage to the electric motor. The first stage had two sets of chain and

sprocket system. Each set was assembled to one side of the soil bin in longitudinal

direction. Specifically, the first stage of the chain and sprocket system consisted of the

carriage, two roller chains A, four carriage sprockets, and a drive shaft at both ends.

Chain A was connected to the carciage via chain connectors. The second stage of the

system consisted of a roller-chain B, a drive sprocket (installed at the center of the drive

shaft at the motor end in lateraldirection), and a motor sprocket an electric motor. A tesr

tool was mounted on a dynamometer, while the dynamometer was mounted to the

vertical adjustment frame of the caniage.

<Tensioner end>

Chain tensioner
Test-tool

, -Carriage sprocket and
drive shaft

Rail-support

Dynamometer ;

Vertìcal adjustrnent frame

. Chain connector

<Motor end>

¡'Carriage sprocket and
r drive shaft

.' Drive sprocket

---Chain A

,--Motor

Chain B
l

ì

.-ì
)

-Motor sprocket

Soil container

Fig. 3.1 Conceptual sketch the soil bin

Rail-support
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CFTAPTER 4

ANALYSIS OF COMPONENTS

4.1 Dimensions of the soil container

The design of a soil container must consider the dimensions for inner width and

depth. The dimensions should be selected to satisfli testing without boundary effects from

the container's sidewalls and bottom floor. The method suggested by Schafer (1988),

cited by Onwualu and Watts (1989) for selecting the container dimensions for testing a

tillage tool, was used as a guide to select the dimensions for the inner width and depth of

this soil bin.

sÄ.,, | \

¡- Tool Width + - Frec SPacc --i
'i i

gc Depth

i

f
i

Half of Tool Width
l

I

i

I

I

Fig. 4.1 Determination of inner width and depth based on Schafer (1988), cited by
Onwualu and Watts (1989)

This method assumes that for any test-tool width, the amount of free space from the

edge of the test-tool to one side of the container sidewall is equal to the tillage depth (tool
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working depth) (Fig. a.1). Then the minimum width is the sum of the free space on both

sides and the tool width itself. The minimum depth is the sum of the tillage depth and half

of the tool width.

In selecting the width and depth of the soil bin, the width of test-tool was based on the

biggest sweep width possible. A sweep type tool of 0.57 m wide, working at a depth of

0.15 m, used by Rahman and Chen (2001), seemed to be the case representing the widest

tool operated at the greatest depth. Using this example, the minimum inner width

required for the soil container was 0.87 m and the minimum inner depth was 0.44 m. To

allow for a greater flexibility of testing other tools, greater values were selected for the

dimensions of the soil container. The final designed inner width and depth were 0.91 m

and 0.61 m, respectively. These values for width and depth will also allow for testing

multiple narrower tools in one test run and for testing tires for traction or soil compaction

studies.

4.2 Rail length and testing time

From Chapter 3, the overall length of the soil bin was designed as 15 m. A length

of 3 m was allocated for placing the drive system components and chain tensioners at the

endsofthesoilbin. Theraillengthwas 12m.Alengthof 2mof therailwasallocated

for the caniage. Thus the working length was 10 m, which included all the three sections

of carriage (or tool) motions: length for acceleration, length for constant speed (effective

length), and length for deceleration. V/ithin the 10 m working length, a length of 2 m was

allocated for both acceleration and deceleration sections. Thus, the effective length was 6
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m, which was considered sufficient for the effective length for most tests. Assuming the

tool moves in a uniform linear motion, the acceleration of the carriage was estimated with

eq. (a.1).

v2 - v^'
U

2S
(4.1)

Where,

a: acceleration (m/s2)

S : distance travel (m)

V: final speed (m/s)

Vo: initial speed (m/s)

Based on eq. (4.1), to move a test-tool from zero speed to the maximum testing speed of

2 .7 8 mls within a distance of 2 m, the acceleration was I .93 mls2 . The time required for

acceleration can be found by eq. (4.2):

(4.2)

Where,

t: traveling period (s)

Using eq. (4.2), one knows that the traveling period, t to accelerate the carriage from zero

to'a maximum constant speed of 2.78 m/s was 1.44 s. Similarly, the traveling period, t to
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decelerate the carriage from maximum constant speed to zero was also I.44 s. Based on

the selected length for constant speed section (6 m), the time required to remain in

constant speed was 2.16 s. Therefore, for a working length of 10 m at maximum test

speed, a test run (tool motion from tensioner end to the motor end) should take

approximately 5 s to complete.

4.3 Equivalent angular speed and acceleration

Based on Fig. 3.1, the power from the power supply is transmitted to the caniage

by means of two stages of chain and sprocket system. To design the driving system, one

should consider the equivalent angular motion parameters related to the linear motion

parameters of the carriage. Linear speed and angular speed are related by eq. (4.3):

cù:

Where,

ro : angular speed (rad/s)

V: linear speed (m/s)

R: radius of the sprocket (m)

Considering a carriage sprocket radius of 0.05 m and

m/s, the equivalent angular speed was 55.6 radls or 53 i

a maximum linear speed of 2.78

rpm. Therefore, with this carriage

V
R

(4.3)
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sprocket, the drive shaft should be rotated to a maximum speed of 531 rpm within 1.44 s

in order to achieve the maximum design linear test speed.

Linear acceleration and angular acceleration are related by eq. (4.4):

a

R
(4.4)

'Where,

cr: angular acceleration (rad/s2)

Considering the same radius for caniage sprocket (R : 0.05 m) and .the linear

acceleration of I .93 m/s2, the equivalent angular acceleration was 38.6 rad/s2.

4.4 Power requirement

The requirement of motor power was determined based upon two factors: the

mass moment of inertia of the caniage and the draft force produced by the test tool.

Torque from each factor was estimated independently and added up to form the total

torque requirement. The requirement for motor power was determined from the total

torque. The drive system was considered as a constant load problem.

4.4.1 Estimation of draft force of test tool

There is no single value of draft force which can be used for the soil bin design, as

draft force of a tool increases with the working depth and travel speed (McKyes 1985).

Draft force also varies with the tool width, and the bigger the width, the higher the draft
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force is. For example, disc type tools have lower draft forces than sweep type tools, as the

latter tools are wider. Soil types used in the soil bin also affect the draft of test tool. In

this study, the draft force for alarge sweep, reported by Rahman and Chen (2001) was

used as a reference for determining the power requirement of the motor. The sweep was

fairly wide (0.573 m) and it produced a draft of 1700 N at the working depth of 0.15 m.

4.4.2 Mass moment of inertia

Carriage. Estimation of the mass moment of inertia of the carriage requires estimation

of the mass of the carriage. The mass of the carriage included the mass of the caniage

assembly, test tools, and roller chains A and B (Fig. 3.1). A dynamometer should also be

included in the carriage assembly. A total mass of 250 kg was considered for these

components. The mass moment of inertia of the caniage was estimated by eq. (4.5):

J:mR2 (4.s)

'Where

J: mass moment of inertia (kg-*')

m: mass (kg)

The radius of carriage sprocket, R was 0.05 m. Thus, mass

carciage was 0.625 kg-*'.

moment of inertia of the
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Drive shaft. The mass moment of inertia of the drive shaft was estimated based upon a

solid cylinder condition, eq. (4.6):

t =; tp (Ro) (4.6)

(4.7)

Where,

p: material density (kg/m3)

l: length of the cylinder (m)

Appendix C (section C.1) describes the calculation of the mass moment of inertia for two

units of drive shafts, which was 1.82 x 10-2 kg-m'.

Drive sprocket. The mass moment of inertia of the drive sprocket was estimated based

upon a hollow cylinder configuration. The method is described in eq. (4.7).

t:;'P ß:-Rl)

Where,

Ro: outer radius (m)

R¡ : inner radius (m)
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Appendix B (section B.3) describes the dimensions and calculation of moment of inertia

of the drive sprocket, which was 1.23 x 10-2 kg-*'

Carriage sprockets. Equation (4.7) was also used to calculate the mass moment of

inertia of the drive sprockets. Appendix B (section 8.5) describes the dimensions and

calculation of mass moment of inertia of the carriage sprocket, which was 4.40 x 10-3 kg-

2m.

Motor sprocket. Equation (4.7) was also used to calculate the mass moment of inertia of

the drive sprocket. Appendix B (section 8.6) describes the dimensions and calculation of

the motor sprocket, which was I .27 x I0-3 kg--t.

4.5.3 Torques and motor power

The total mass moment of inertia for the system was calculated based on 
"0. 1O.r¡,

Jr:J, -'J, +J, *Jo *J, (4.8)

'Where,

Jrvr: total mass moment of inertia (kg-m2)

J1 : filâsS moment of inertia of the caniage (kg-*t)

J2 : mass moment of inertia the drive shafts (kg--t)

J3 : mass moment of inertia the drive sprocket (kg--t)

Ja : mass moment of inertia the carriage sprockets (kg--t)
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J5 : mâsS moment of inertia the motor sprocket (kg-m')

Hence, J¡a 'was 0.661 kg-mt. Torque due to the moment of inertia and the draft of the tool

should be determined based on eq. (4.9) and eq. (4.10) respectively:

\ :r, 0 (4.e)

Where,

T¡4 : torque due to mass moment of inertia of the system (N-m)

To:B R

(4. i 0)

Where,

Tp: torque due to the draft force (N-m)

F¡: draft force (N-m)

Previously, it was determined that the angular acceleration was 38.6 radls2. Thus, torque

due to the moment of inertia, T¡4 wÍts 25.52 N-m. It was determined previously that the

tool draft was 1700 N and the radius, R of the carriage sprocket was 0.05 m. Therefore,

torque due to the draft force, T¡ 'was 85 N-m. The total torque of the system should be

the summation of T¡a and T¡, which was i10.52 N-m. Torque and power are related by

eq. (4.11)
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P:Tr¡ (4.1l)

'Where,

P: power of the motor (kW)

T: total torque (N-m)

Given an angular speed of 55.6 radls, the motor power required was 6.14 kW.

4.4.4 Motor selection

Based upon the required power of 6.14 kW estimated to overcome the inertia

force and the draft force, the motor was selected based on the manufacturer's catalog. An

electric motor with 11.19 kW (15 hp) was selected to power the carriage, which gives a

safety factor of approximately 1.8.

4.5 Structural analysis

Structural analysis was performed on critical strucfure members to aid in material

selection and to verify the capability of the design. Four structures with critical members

were analyzed against known parameters.

c the vertical member of rail-support;

o the vertical member of the soil container frame;

c the vertical adjustment frame of the carriage;

o ' the carriage body frame.
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4.5.1 Rail support

2.5 kN

236 N/m

Fig. 4.2 Side view for rail and rail-support positions for design analysis

Rail supports were located at the ends of the rails (I-beams) (Fig. 3.1). For

analysis purpose, the rail supports are considered as two supporting points, A and B (Fig.

4.2). The rail support carries load from the rails, which was treated as a distributed load.

The cross section area of the I-beam (part No.: sb-rx-1, Appendix D) is 0.003 m2 and the

density of steel ASTM 36 is 7850 kg/m3 (Muvdi and McNabb 1934). Hence, the value of

the distributed load was estimated as 236 N/m. Loads from the carriage assembly were

also supported by the rail-support, which was 2.5 kN (section 4.4.2). For worst case

scenario, the carriage would be located at the center of the I-beam (Fß. a.Ð. The

structural design was symmetrical for each side of the soil bin. Therefore, analysis was

done only on one side. Based on Fig. 4.2, the vertical reaction force at A and B should be

2.7 kN. There were two vertical support members on each end of the rail-support, so

each member took 1.35 kN.

6.00 6.00
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The vertical support members were analyzed in terms of resistance to buckling.

They were treated as a free-fixed condition, so that the effective length was twice of the

actual length. The critical load of each member was calculated from eq. (4.12)

o _ I n'El,
r ^ - ---------;-" 4 r:

(4.12)

Where,

P.: critical load (kN)

E: modulus of elasticity (kPa)

I,: areamoment of inertia (ma)

L: length of the member (m)

The vertical support member was a square tubing (Appendix C, C.2). The length of the

vertical support member was 0.66 m. From eq.(4.10), the critical load was 19 kN. This

critical load was 14 times greater than the load imposed on the member. Hence the rail-

support structure was fairly stable with this arrangement and the selected material.

4.6.2 Soil container frame

The result from structural analysis on the vertical member of the rail-support is

applicable to the soil container frame, because both components have similar design
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configuration to support the vertical load.

frame exerted another load acting in lateral

But, the vertical member of the soil container

direction due to soil in the container (Fig 4.3).

Vertical member Side wall

Lateral force, F
',. due to soil in the

\Çontalner

Fig. 4.3 Vertical members of the soil container frame.

There are a number of soil types, and estimating the lateral wall force based on

soil types might not be possible. Therefore, only one type of soil, loamy sand, was used

for the estimation of the lateral wall force. It was assumed that the Coulomb method

(McKyes 1989) would be adequate to define the lateral wall force. The method is

described in eq. (4.13):

F: lvhtK -cht< + ttK;
2' a c 

2yK,,
(4.13)

Where,

F : soil lateral force per unit length (kN/m)

y: soil specific weight (kN/m3)
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h : height or depth of the wall (m)

Ku: active earth pressure coefficient (dimensionless)

IÇ : active earth pressure coefficient (dimensionless)

c: soil cohesion (kPa)

The active earth pressure coeff,rcients of Ku and K can be described by the eq. (4.14):

K1:K _ 1-sind
l+slnp

(4.t4)

where,

d: Soil internal friction angle (o)

Rahman and Chen (2001) specified that a loamy sand soil type had the following

parameters: y : 15.35 kN/m3, c:9.23 kPa, and ó: 29 o. As mentioned before, the height

(depth) of the soil container wall occupied by soil was chosen as 0.61 m. According to

eq.(4.14), one has Ko:0.347 and K" j 0.589. From eq. (4.13), the corresponding soil

lateral force for this soil type was F : 0.45 kN/m. Considering a safety factor of 3 for

sidewall design (McKyes 1989), the design lateral wall force per unit length was taken as

1.35 kN/m.

The effect from lateral force per unit length was checked for resistance of the

vertical members against bending. A unit of soil container frame has 10 vertical

members. For analysis purpose, only one vertical member was considered for worst case

scenario. The maximum deflection in vertical plane was estimated based on the

distributed load on a beam as:
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(4.13)

Where,

v: deflection (m)

The maximum deflection in vertical plane due to the wall lateral force is 1.52 mm on the

tip of the vertical member. If maximum allowable deflection is considered as span/360

(Erdman 1984), the maximum allowable deflection is 1.69 m. In this case, the maximum

allowable deflection is greater than the maximum deflection due to soil pressure.

Therefore, there should not be any problem with the vertical member design, in terms of

deflection.

4.6.3 Vertical adjustment frame of the carriage

The vertical adjustment frame (Fig.3.i) was analysed for resistance to failure in

bending. The bending load is the draft of the tool acting at the mid span of the frame in

horizontal direction. Considering a safety factor of 3, the bending load was equal to three

times of the anticipated draft force of tool, which was 5100 N. Each side of the frame

took up half of the load, so the load for the design was 2550 N. The deflection was

determined based upon the superposition method as:

FL3
I

I92ETv
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Where,

F¡ : bending load (N)

The length, L of the frame was 1.13 m. The frame was made from steel angle (Appendix

C, section C.3). Based on eq. (4.14),the deflection was 0.85 mm. This is acceptable if

the span/360 rule is considered, which states that the maximum allowable deflection is

3.00 mm, for this case.

4.6.4 Carriage body frame

Similar analysis was conducted on the carriage body. But, bending was checked

on both vertical and horizontal directions because the carriage body frame was designed

to withstand loads from both directions. The deflection was also checked againt the

span/360 rule. The length of the member that supports the load was 0.99 m. Considering

the system as a hxed support, the maximum bending should occur at the mid span. Based

on eq. (4.14), the maximum deflection in horizontal direction was I.24 mm, while the

maximum limit based on the span/360 rule for horizontal deflection was 2.75 mm.

The effect of vertical load was considered based on the weight imposed to the

body. The total vertical load was considered to determine the maximum deflection of the

carriage body. Assuming the weight of the tool and the vertical adjustment frame were

summed up to give a total of 2500 N. For this case, the maximum deflection in vertical
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direction was I .46 mm, while the maximum limit based on the span/360 for vertical

deflection was 2.7 5 mm, which is acceptable for this case.

4.7 Summary

In summary, a detail design process was undertaken to ensure that the proper

components were selected. Some components were fabricated in-house, while standard

components were purchased. The components fabricated in-house were the soil

container, carriage, rail supports, rails, motor end frame, and tensioner end frame.

Purchased (standard) parts were the electric motor and other drive components. A list of

complete components can be referred to Table A. i (Appendix A).
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CTIAPTER.5

DESIGN F'EATURE, FABRICATIOI\I, ASSEMBLY, AND

SOIL BIN COI{TROI,S

5.1 Model development

Tensioner end frame

Rail-supports

Soil containers

Rail-support

Motor end frame

Fig. 5.1 A computer model of the soil bin
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Figure 3.1 was refined into a 3-D computer model. The 3-D model was generated

after the essential components (as discussed in Chapter 3) had been analyzed and

important dimensions have been decided (Chapter 4). Several other factors, such as easy

to manufacture and replace, and quick disassembly of components were taken into

consideration. The 3-D model had undergone several iterations before a final version was

decided for fabrication (Fig. 5.1). The 3-D model was originally constructed in English

units. All standard parts (Table 4.1), and steel materials were also in English units.

Based on Fig.5.1, detail part drawings (Appendix D) were developed and used for

fabrication and assembly.

5.1.1 Soil container

Three units of soil containers were designed and incorporated into the soil bin.

Each unit was 2.44 m long (Fig. 5.2), while the dimensions for inner width and depth

were as specified in Chapter 4. All units were assembled in longitudinal direction to

form a large section. The overall length of the large section was 7.32 m. The container

was made up from two parts, a soil box and a frame. The soil box was made from

plywood, while the frame was made from steel. The soil box was bolted and reinforced

to the frame and bottom floor. The frame members that reinforced the soil box's

sidewalls were designed to have a feature for mounting rails on top of it. The frame was

bolted to the laboratory concrete floor at five mounting points on each side in

longitudinal direction. The mounting points were 0.6 m apart.

During a soil-machine testing, each soil container unit can have different soil

type, which makes it possible to test different soil types in test run. This feature is
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convenient for experiments that involve performance comparison of a test-tool in

different soil types. The soil containers occupied only the constant speed section of the

rail. This feature enables quicker soil preparation as the amount of soil used for testing is

optimized for the needs to collect data at the constant speed section.

Soil box

,Frame

Fig.5.2 A unit of soil container

5.1.3 Rail

Wide flange steel l-beams were used as the rail base (Fig. 5.3). Two l-beams

(each l-beam was 6.1 m long) were connected end to end to form a total length of I2.2 m.

The upper part of the I-beams was connected to a steel angle. The lower part of the I-

beams was connected to the soil container and rail-supports. An I-beam has two

channels. One channel was facing inside the soil bin. The other channel faced outside

the soil bin and container chain separator. Chain B (Fig. 3.1) ran within the channel that

faced outside the soil bin. A chain separator, attached to the l-beam, was used to separate
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the roller chain

chain guard, to

separator.

Chain
separator

(chain B)

prevent

that ran on the upper and lower part within this channel. A

direct contact to the roller chain, was bolted to the chain

Chain guard
, 
Steel angle

- I-beam

- Rail
connector

Upper

Lower

Fig. 5.3 The cross-sectional view of the rail

5.1.2 Rail-support

The soil containers supported a section of 7.32 m of the rail and the remaining

section was supported by three rail-supports (Fig. 5.1). The rail-support was made from

steel materials (Fig. 5.3). In assembly, all rail-supports were fixed stationary on the floor.
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\

Fig. 5.4 A unit of rail-support

5.1.4 Carriage

The carriage body frame was made from steel materials (Fig. 5.5). It was

supported on the rails by four rigid wheels (top rigid wheel), which were installed at four-

comers at the bottom of the carriage (two wheels per side). Groovy surface rigid wheels

(top rigid wheel) were used so that the carriage motion was restricted to back and forth on

a straight path. Furtherrnore, four rigid wheels (lower wheel) with flat surface that run on

the bottom surface of the upper part of the l-beam were used to compensate any net

vertical force that would cause tilting. Roller chain B (Fig.3.l) was connected to the

carriage body frame.

A vertical adjustment frame was designed to allow for adjustment of test-tool

position along the vertical direction. The frame consisted of an outer and an inner frames.

The outer frame served as a cage, while the inner frame slided within the outer frame.

The inner frame was connected to a threaded rod. Adjustment in vertical position was
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achieved by turning the threaded rod clockwise or counterclockwise. The threaded rod

for vertical adjustment was powered by a small electric motor. Normally, a test-tool is

mounted to a dynamometer, so the vertical adjustment frame had mounting points to

mount the dynamometer.

. 
Belt and pulley system

Vertical adjustment frame

Inner frame

/
7..2

1."
,/,,'

Threaded rods

Top rigid wheel -.

,- Reducer

Chain and sprocket system

- Small motor

Connected to roller chain B
I

&

t' Steering wheel

'- Carriage body frarne

i
p
r

Connected to roller chain B
Lower wheel

Fig 5.5. Features of the soil bin carriage

The same concept was applied for lateral position adjustment of the test-tool. But

the lateral position adjustment.was accomplished by manually turning a steering wheel.
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The lateral adjustment frame was integrated to the carriage body frame. It slides within

the body frame. The vertical adjustment frame was bolted to the lateral adjustment

frame.

5.1.5 Motor end frame and tensioner end frame

A motor end frame and a tensioner end frame were designed and fabricated to

hold all rotating components for the drive system to tow the carriage. The motor end

frame assembly consisted of a drive shaft, pillow bearings, and carriage sprockets, drive

sprockets, roller chain A, and an electric motor (Fig. 5.6). The tensioner end frame

assembly consisted of a drive shaft, pillow bearings and a chain tensioner on both sides

(Fig. 5.7). The frames were located at the ends of the rails and bolted to the floor.

Drive sprocket
Drive shaft

Pillow bearing

Caniage sprocket

Roller chain A

Electic motor

Motor end frame

Motor sprocket

Fig. 5.6 Motor end frame assembly.
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Drive shaft
Pillow bearing

Tensioner end frame

Chain tensioner

Drive sprocket

Fig. 5.7 Tensioner end frame assembly

5.2 Soil bin control

A Toshiba TEFC Premium Eff,rciency EQP III, A.C, 3-phase, 15 hp, and 240 V

electric motor was used to tow the carriage. The motor has a maximum speed of 1725

rpm. Based on Chapter 4, the maximum speed required for testing was 531 rpm. The

electric motor was equipped with a Toshiba VSD G-l1 series, Variable Speed Drive

(VSD) control to regulate the motor speed. The electric motor was hard wired to the

VSD. The VSD was hard wired to the power supply.

The application of VSD into the soil bin test facility allowed operators to control

the test speed easily. The VSD was basically a micro-computer that reads input

parameters, specified by the operators. Three input parameters were required, which

were the time period, t (s) to accelerate and decelerate, and the maximum intended

frequency, f (Hz). The frequency, f indicated the test speed on the VSD display.
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Assuming the relationship as linear,

speed (rpm) are related by eq. (5.1).

f :0.035 N

Where,

the frequency on the VSD display and the motor

(s.i)

f: frequency on

N: motor speed

the VSD display (Hz)

(rpm)

Based on eq. (5.1), if N is 0 rpm, f is 0 Hz. At the maximum motor speed of 7725 rpm,

the equivalent f is 60 Hz.

The soil bin will be equipped with limit sensors and a Toshiba Dynamic Braking

Resistor (DBR) unit to control the carriage motion. The limit sensors (Topwork Go

Switch, non-contact sensor type) and the DBR are to be wired to the VSD controller. The

sensors work by sensing the presence of any moving steel component within a distance of

10 mm. In this case, the moving steel component is the carriage. The DBR works to

stops the carriage motion. There are two limit sensors. One sensor is located at the

intersection of the acceleration and constant speed sections. The other one is located at

the intersection of the constant speed and deceleration sections. Moller Control Switches

are used to enable only one of the limit sensors to work at one time, either forward or

reverse motion. Once the carriage is detected by the sensor, the VSD starts the

deceleration mode and engage the DBR to stop the carriage automatically.
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5.3 Safety issues

The Canadian Standards Association (CSA) Safeguarding for Machinery

(243204) was followed for safety consideration in the design. The standard states that all

rotating parts and moving parts must be guarded from direct exposure. The parts that

were considered for guarding were the sprockets, drive shafts, and motor. Chain guards

were installed along the outer sides of the rails to covers the moving roller chains (Fig.

5.3). Sheet metal boxes covered the drive shafts, sprockets, and motor.

5.4 Soil bin assembly

After fabrications of all components, the soil bin was installed in the laboratory

(Fig. 5.8 (a), (b), (c), (d), and (e)). Three units of soil containers were assembled in the

longitudinal direction and f,rxed to the laboratory floor. The rails were assembled to the

mounting plates on top of the soil container. The free ends of the rail were supported by

rail-supports. A laser aligner was used to ensure straightness in lateral and longitudinal

directions. Several shim plates were inserted underneath the soil container and rail

supports to the level the surface before the components were bolted to the floor. The

carriage was put on top of the rails. The center of four rigid wheels was aligned to the

center of the steel angle on top of the rail to ensure straightness. Roller chain B was

connected to the carriage. Roller chain A was used to connect the drive shaft to the motor

shaft. Chain tension was controlled by adjusting the position of the chain tensioner at the

tensioner end of the soil bin.
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Fig. 5.8 (a) Soil bin assembly

Fig. 5.8 (b) Soil bin carriage
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Fig. 5.8 (c) Caniage on top of the rail

Fig. 5.8 (d) Chain B, the rail assembly, and chain guard
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Fig. 5.8 (e) Chain B connection to the carriage
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CI{,{PTER.6

CONCEPTUAL DESIGI.{ OF A TIIREE.DIRECTIONAL

DYNAMOMETER AND .A SINGLE WT{EEL TESTER.

6.1 Introduction

The soil bin is a versatile test facility for soil-machine studies. One can add

variety of instruments to the soil bin for any specific test objectives. One of the major

interests in soil-machine studies is measuring the forces of test-tools, because those

forces reflect the performance of the tools in terms of power requirement. Another major

interest in soil-machine studies is measuring the traction force and the level of

compaction due to wheel traffic. A dynamometer is a useful instrument to measure the

forces of test-tools- Similarly, a single wheel tester is an instrument to measure forces of

soil-wheel interaction.

6.2 Three-directional dynamometer

6.2.1 Motivation and intention

Normally, three forces (horizontal, vertical, and lateral) and six moments exist

during a soil-tool interaction test. Among the three forces, draft force, which occurs

along the horizontal axis, is the most critical force. A 3-directional dynamometer to
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measure forces in all three directions is needed for the soil bin. The intention of this

study was to complete a conceptual design of a 3-directional dynamometer.

6.2.2 Design criteria

The dynamometer should be able to measure forces in all the aforementioned three

directions. It should minimize the undesired effects of moments. Weight of the

dynamometer should not increase the load on the carriage significantly. Thus the

dynamometer should be compact and lightweight.

6.2.3 Forces and moments of a test tool
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Fig. 6. i Forces and moments of a test tool
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Figure 6.1 describes the forces and moments of a test tool (Godwin et al. 1993).

Point O is the origin of the coordinate system (0, 0, 0). Point A is the position of the tool

tip, with a coordinate of (x1, yr,zt) from the origin. Point B is an offset distance below

the origin (0, 0 z1), which represents the way a tool is mounted to an implement. Point C

is the interface between the tool and the dynamometer, which is located (xr, 0, 0) from

the origin. During a test, the tool tip at point A is experiencing a draft force (Fp) that

occurs along the x-axis, vertical force (Fy) along the y-axis and lateral force (F¡) along

the z-axis. The forces at point A can be replaced by the equivalent forces and moments

system at point C. The reaction forces are equal but in opposite direction at point C. The

moments atpoints C are Fv * yl and F¡ + zl,acting along the axis of the draft force in

vertical-lateral plane; Fn * yr and F¡ * x¡ acting along the axis of the vertical force in

horizontal-lateral plane; and Fp * z1 and Fv * xr acting along the lateral force axis in

verti c al-ho rizontal p I an e.

6.2.4 Design analysis

The key to measure forces and minimize moments lies on the selection of proper

load cells and the arrangement of the load cells in the dynamometer. The selected load

cells are Michigan Scientific, Model TR3D-A-i, pancake type (Fig. 6.2). The cost for

each load cell is US$ 2100. Each load cell can measure forces up to 4.5 kN. Assuming

the maximum draft is 1700 N (Rahman and Chen 2001), the dynamometer has a safety

factor of 10, which ensures measurement without damaging the load cells.
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Error! Unknown switch argument.
Fig. 6.2 The three directional load cell (Michigan Scientific)

Four load cells are arranged symmetrically (Fig. 6.3). On average, each load cell

should take up only a quarter of the total force (e.q. 6.1).

(6.1)

Where,

Fo(r), Fo(z), Fo(¡), and F¡1a¡ : draft force at load cell I,2,3, and 4 respectively

(N)

Fv(l), Fv(z), Fy13¡, and Fv(+): vertical force at load cell 1,2,3, and 4 respectively

(N)

Fqr), Fqz), F¡13;, and Fl(+) : lateral force at load cell 1,2,3, and 4 respectively (N)

Summation of all forces from all load cells gives the total values of draft, vertical and

lateral forces. The moments due to the draft, vertical, and lateral forces are compensated

by the load cells. The summation of moments due to location of each load is canceled by

the symmetrical arrangement. Equation 6.2 describes the summation of forces and eq.

(6.3) describes the summation of moments at the dynamometer.

Fo(,): Brt,: For¡l: to,o,: 
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Fig. 6.3 Load cells arangement in the dynamometer

6.2.5 Dynamometer construction

The dynamometer frame is made of two aluminum plates, sandwiching the load

cells between them (Fig. 6.a). Aluminum would be a better choice of material because of

the lightweight properties. One face of the plate is attached to the test tool through a tool
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plate. The other face of the plate is integrated to the caniage (carriage plate). Four

placement holes are bored at the four corners of each plate. Each placement hole has an

opening to allow cables protruding out from the load cells and be connected to a signal

conditioner. The load cells are installed exactly in those placement holes. The load cells

are restrained firmly in the placement hole by bolting four M8 x 1.25 threaded holes of

the load cells to the carriage plate. Each load cell has a threaded hole M12 x 1.75 facing

the tool plate. This hole should be used to mount the test tool.

Load cell

Tool mounting hole

-'- 
Cable hole

Tool plate

Fig. 6.4 The dynamometer frame and location of load cells

I
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6.3 Single wheel tester

6.3.1 Motivation and intention

A wheel can be treated as either a rigid wheel or pneumatic tires. For pneumatic

tires, it is better to study the effect of a pneumatic tire on soil with a single wheel tester,

instead of deriving the results from other methods, such as cone index and soil triaxial

test..It is because the interface of soil-tire interaction.is complex. The ground contact

area may be represented by different modes, such as rectangular or ellipse mode. The

soil-tire interaction is also affected by vertical loading, tire inflation pressure and

mechanical properties of the soil. The intention of this study was to complete a

conceptual design of a simple single wheel tester for soil-tire studies in the soil bin.

6.3.2 Design criteria

The single wheel tester should fit into the soil bin. The test wheel diameter and

width are dependent upon the size of the soil bin. The possible tire size can be determined

by using Clark and Liljedahl (1963) method. The objective of the single wheel tester is

to measure the braking torque of a tire. The braking torque can be defined as the

minimum torque required to overcome the motion resistance and produced motion.

Therefore, the single wheel tester can be placed stationary on the soil bin. The braking

torque should be tested against various vertical load levels. Thus, the single wheel tester

should have the capabilify to vary the vertical load.
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6.3.4 Apparatus description

É¿rltå

iesl trE svlinder

Lo¿d æll

BodT

Fig. 6.5 Single wheel tester frame

The wheel tester consists of several subassemblies (Fig. 6.5). The first

subassembly is the tire assembly. A test-tire is assembled to a hub. The hub is assembled

to a body. A sprocket is connected to the body to receive torque and to rotate the test tire.

The second subassembly is the power assembly. A power hydraulic cylinder is connected

to the body at one end. The other end of the power hydraulic cylinder is assembled to a

disc, which is located at the end of the body. A shaft connects the disc anda sprocket on

the opposite side of the body. A chain is used to connect this sprocket to another sprocket

at the test tire. This connection allows for input transmission to the test tire. The third

subassembly is the vertical load assembly. A load hydraulic cylinder is connected from

one end of the frame to one end of the body. The hydraulic cylinder can be set to provide

various loading conditions to the test tire. A load cell is assembled between the load

cylinder and the body, which measures the amount load imposed to the test tire. Another
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load cell is assembled between the body and the frame, which measures the potential

traction force of a given test tire on a given soil condition.

6.3.3 Design consideration and analysis

Fig. 6.6 Forces equilibrium on a disc

The single wheel tester is powered by a hydraulic cylinder, which is connected to

a disc. The rotation of the disc causes rotation on a sprocket on the opposite site of the

body. Fig. 6.6 describes the forces and moment on the disc. For simplicity, the design

analysis is considered in two dimensional, in horizontal and vertical directions. The

forces of interest in a soil-wheel analysìs are the wheel loads that occurs on the vertical

axis, and the traction force that acts along the horizontal direction. The force equilibrium

in horizontal direction on the disc is described in eq. (6.1):

( ¡* Disc
| 

-, 

/
L__j--r â¡ \l'a \

{

\ 
-r-i- 

)
\ R,\..l=- 

-..:í'

f,:mâ*:o
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Where,

F* : horizontal force (N)

m: mass of the disc (kg)

a*: acceleration in horizontal direction (m/s2)

Based on the equation, the disc does not move in horizontal direction. The force

equilibrium in vertical direction is described by eq. (6.2):

F): m à,,:0

Where,

F,: vertical force (N)

ar: acceleration in vertical direction (m/s2)

The disc also does not move in vertical direction. The moment about the center of the

disc or at point O can be calculated by eq. (6.3):

(6.2)

(6.3)

FR,:Io,

: 
[å-*r] '
2F

' -R,

'Where,
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F : force supplied by the power cylinder (N)

I : mass moment of inertia of the disc (kg-m2)

a1 : the angular acceleration of the disc (radls2)

Rr : the distance from the center of the disc to the location of power cylinder

attachment (m)

The angular acceleratiofl cx,¡ is transferred to the sprocket on the other side of the body.

Assuming both the sprocket besides the disc and the sprockets at the test tire are the same

size, the angular acceleration should be the same for all sprockets and disc.

([l:(l2:03
(6.4)

Where,

c¿z : the angular acceleration ofthe sprocket (radls2)

cr3 : the angular acceleration of the sprocket at the test tire (radls2)

Equations 6.1,6.2 and 6.3 are useful to describe how the power cylinder provides power

to rotate the test tire on a test soil.

Vertical load on the test tire is provided by a hydraulic cylinder. But the position

of the cylinder may not be exactly at vertical position. Therefore, the geometry of the f,rx

frame assembly is analyzed to find the correct angle of the vertical load (Fig. 6.7).
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Fig.6.7 Geometry of the test frame

The length of the load cylinder, L6 varies along with the load setting, which is directly

proportional to the load set on the hydraulic cylinder. Therefore, L6 is measured directly

from the tester. Angle ô is the angle from the body to an imaginary line La from the lower

comer of the frame to the upper corner of the frame, and is solvable by applying triangle

rule:

(6.s)

Where,

L2:the vertical length of the frame (m)

L3: the horizontal length of the frame (m)

t:r*L',
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If Lr is the length of the body, which is a known value, L6 is solved by cosine rule (eq. 6.6),

which is used to determine ô:

C,:r:,+t4- 2 L, Lo(cos õ)

therefore:

" L'?. 1t]+L'?o¡
cos ò- " (6.6)

-2Lt L4

ð:cos-, Il-i tli+t-'.1 ]
[ -2L, L4 )

Then, angle B is determined by using sine's rule:

sin É _ sinð
L4 L6

B = sin-r fr. glql
H -""' [."' Lõ )

The force interaction at the tire, which is the main interest of a soil-tire study, can be

determined once the geometry of the frame in action has been determined. Figure 6.6 shows

the general case of force equilibrium system in a soil-tire system. Load F6 from the vertical

hydraulic cylinder consists of a horizontal and vertical components. The components of F5

can be determined by eq. (6.8):

(6.7)

(6.8)
Fu-: Fu cos(O + õ)

qr: Fò sin(0 + õ)

Therefore, the force equilibrium in horizontal direction is described eq. (6.9):
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L.- 4,- Fu*: o

Where,

F*,: soil resistance (N)

Fgt: grosS traction force (N)

The force equilibrium in vertical direction is described in eq. (6.10):

F.,- 4,- W: 0

Where,

W: weight of the test tire and the frame (N)

The summation of moment about the wheel center:

T - L,(t): I s,

Where,

11 : torque radius of the wheel (m)

T: the braking torque (N-m)

(6.e)

(6.10)

(6.11)
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ln most cases, the unknown parameters are F,n' r1 and Fgt. ln this design, these parameters

can be determined from the single wheel tester. Based on these parameters, further tractive

performance can be analyzed for a given test tire and a soil condition.

Fig. 6.6 Forces on a test-tire
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CHAPTER. T

CONCI,USION

The indoor soil bin test facilify developed in this study has several unique

features. The soil bin has three small units of soil container for testing up to three

different soil types in a test run. The combined units of soil containers were designed to

occupy only the effective length section. Thus, quicker soil processing is possible. The

soil bin was designed to test a soil-engaging tool at a maximum speed of 2.78 m/s, that is

the common speed limit of actual operations on field. For that maximum speed, the

effective length was designed for 6 m, which was adequate for collecting data for soil-

machine interaction studies.

The soil bin utilizes a VSD control, which enables researchers to vary the test

speed easily. The carriage was designed with adjustable mounting tool frame features.

Thus, the test-tool can be adjusted in lateral and vertical directions. Safety of operation

was considered based upon CSA standards. Thus, all moving and rotating parts were

covered adequately to prevent injuries by direct contact.

The fundamental components were fabricated and assembled in a temporary site

prior to the installation in the actual intended site. It is expected that the soil bin should

be able to aid soil-machine interaction studies as long as the soil bin is operated within

the specified speed.
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The conceptual designs of a three-directional dynamometer and a single wheel

tester were also discussed. The dynamometer is capable of measuring tool forces in all

three directions. The load cells and their symmetrical arrangement in the dynamometer

are capable of minimizing moments. The dynamometer is light and compact, which

makes it suitable for indoor soil bin testing. The single wheel tester is a simple instrument

for studying soil-tire interaction in the soil bin. The device can be used to measure the

braking torque to induce motion at various vertical loads. Both the dynamometer and

single wheel tester can be constructed in the future to extend the testing capability of the

soil bin.
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APPE¡{DIX A

Table A.l Bill of materials
Descintion Part No. status

soil bin assembly sb fabricate

soil container assemblv sb SC fabricate

soii container frame sb sc fabricate

floor tubine sb SC fabricate
wall tubins in sb SC 2 fabricate
wall tubine out sb SC J fabricate
lower wall tubins sb SC 4 fabricate
floor tubing out sb SC 5 fabricate
lower wall tubins in sb SC 6 fabricate
floor tubins ln sb SC 1 fabricate
upper wall tubing sb SC 8 fabricate
rail plate sb SC 9 fabricate
floor mount sb SC 10 fabricate

soil container box sb SC 2 fabricate
wall sb SC 2 I fabricate
floor sb SC 2 2 fabricate

rail assernbly assemblv sb rX

rail base sb rX I fabricate
top rail sb rx 2 fabricate
connectins plate sb rx J fabricate
chain seperator sb rX 4 fabricate
chain guard sb rx 5 fabricate

rail supoort frame sb rS fabricate
floor tubing in sb rS fabricate
floor tubing out sb rS 2 fabricate
wall tubing out sb rS -t fabricate
top wall tubins sb rS 4 fabricate
wall tubins in sb rS 5 fabricate
rail plate sb rs 6 fabricate

floor rnount sb rS 7 fabricate

tnotor end frame assemblv sb mf fabricate
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Desciption Part No. status

motor end frame sb mf I fabricate

floor tubins sb mf 1 fabricate
vertical tubing sb mf 2 fabricate
top tubine sb mf 3 fabricate
support sb mf 4 fabricate

base sb mf 5 fabricate
mid vertical tubins sb mf 6 fabricate
mid lateral tubins sb mf 7 fabricate
sunoort tubins sb mf 8 fabricate

electric motor sb mf 2 standard
drive shaft sb mf 3 fabricate

drive sprocket sb mf 4 standard
chain # 80 sb mf 5 standard

oillow bearins sb mf 6 standard
carciag.e sprocket sb mf 7 standard
motor sprocket sb mf 8 standard

tensioner end frame assemblv sb tf fabricate

tensioner end frame sb tf 1 fabricate

floor tubins sb rf 1 I fabricate
vertical tubing sb tf 1 2 fabricate
top tubine sb rf I J fabricate

bearine supþort sb rf I 4 fabricate

bearing support sb rf I 5 fabricate

vertical tubine sb rf I 6 fabricate

top tubins sb rf I 7 fabricate
floor mount sb rf 1 8 fabricate
tensioner mount sb rf I 9 fabricate

support tubins sb rf 1 10 fabricate

drive shaft sb rf 2 fabricate
pillow bearins sb rf J standard
chain tensioner sb tf 4 standard
carriage sprocket sb rf 5 standard

carriage assemblv sb cg fabricate
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Desciption Part No. status

carriase bodv frame sb cg fabricate

center tubine sb cs I fabricate
center support sb cg 2 fabricate
center vertical support sb cg I -1 fabricate
side frame tubine sb cg I 4 fabricate
mid support tubine sb cg I 5 fabricate
vertical mid support tubine sb .G I 6 fabricate
angle base sb cs 1 7 fabricate
top plate sb cg I 8 fabricate
center top tubing sb cg I 9 fabricate
side rod tubine sb cg I l0 fabricate
spacer sb cg I 1l fabricate
chain connector sb cP, I 12 fabricate
small spacer sb cg 1 13 fabricate
chain mount sb cg I t4 fabricate
side cage tubine sb cg I 15 fabricate
rear suooort tubine sb cg I r6 fabricate
front support tubins sb cg I l7 fabricate
left front chain connector sb cg 1 l8 fabricate

horizontal adi frame asm sb cg 2 fabricate

horizontal adi frame sb cg 2 1 fabricate
mam cage sb cg 2 I fabricate
top cage sb cg 2 I 2 fabricate

rod plate sb cg 2 I -t fabricate
mid case sb cg 2 I 4 fabricate
mount sb cg 2 I 5 fabricate
nut sb cg 2 I 6 standard

roller bearing assemblv sb cg 2 2 standard

roller bearing sb cg 2 2 I standard

bolt sb cg 2 2 2 standard

nut sb cg 2 2 J standard

spacer sb cg 2 2 4 standard

vertical adi frame assemblv sb cg J fabricate
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Desciption Part No. status

outer frame sb cg aJ I fabricate
side frame sb cg aJ 2 fabricate
lateral side frame sb cg J 3 fabricate
end tubine sb cg aJ 4 fabricate
mount sb cg -t 5 fabricate
inner cage sb cg 3 6 fabricate
rod plate sb cg J 7 fabricate
inner vertical cage sb cg -t 8 fabricate
irurer side caee sb cg J 9 fabricate
tool mount sb cg 3 10 fabricate
reducer plate sb cg J l1 fabricate
motor plate sb cs 3 t2 fabricate

roller bearing assembly sb cg 3 13 standard

roller bearine sb cs J t3 I standard

bolt sb cg J t3 2 standard
nut sb cg J 13 3 standard
spacer sb cg J 13 4 standard

nut sb cg -1 14 standard

steerinq wheel sb cg 4 standard

chain and sprocket assembly sb cg 5 standard

dynamometer sb cg 6 conceptual

lower wheel assembly sb cg 7 standard

flat surface rieid wheel sb cg 7 standard

wheel holder sb cg 7 2 fabricate
bracket sb cg 7 -1 fabricate

horizontal threaded rod sb cg 8 standard

vertical threaded rod sb cg 9 standard

reducer sb cg 10 standard

belt and pullev assemblv sb cg 11 standard

electric motor sb cg t2 standard

chain hook bracket sb cg 13 fabricate
rod bearine sb cg t4 standard

top rieid wheel assemblv sb aû 15 fabricate

groow rigid wheel sb cg 15 1 standard
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Desciption Part No. status
bracket sb cs 15 2 fabricate

chain # 60 sb cg I6 standard
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APPENDIX B

8"1 Electric motor

Fig. B.1 Electric motor, sb-mf-2

Part No.: sb-mf-2

Model: Toshiba EQP III TEFC Premium Effrciency 2547

Electrical: A.C, 3-phase, 240 Y

Maximum speed: 1725 rpm

Power: 11.19 kW (15 hp)

Quantity: I

8.1.1 Variable Speed Drive control

Model: Toshiba TOSVERT VF-Si 1

Electrical: A.C, 3-phase, 240 Y

Power: 11.19 kW (15 hp)

Quantity: 1
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8.2 Drive sprocket

Part No.: sb-mf-4

Number of teeth:24

Quantity: I

Mass moment of inertia for one unit:

Apply eq(4.7)

Density, p:7850 kg/m3.

r:f {o or)(7sso)[,?,',qf,' 
]

* L ço oz¡(7850)[,],',iq,']
:1.23 x l0-2 kg-rnt

milrnH=Ïfll filn]

- j øz.ooto.os¡<+l

' - -l Ø 2.50 (0.06)

Fig. 8.2 Major dimensions of the drive sprocket

0.5 (0.01)

__i ¡,
F¡
tr-ñ
i1

ll-i
L!-ttl
,Fi:il:E
:

-; i-

1.00 (0.03)

Dimensions: inch (l¡eter')
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8.3 Chain # A

Part No.: sb-mf-5

Chain type: Roller chain, ASA# 80.

# of strand: single strand.

Mass per unit length :2.607 kgm.

Chain length:0.610 m.

Total mass: 1.59 kg.

Quantity: 1.

8.4 Pillow bearing

Part No.: sb-mf-6 and sb-tf-3

Bore size: 2 in (0.05 m)

Quantity:6
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8.5 Carriage sprocket

0.s0 (0.01)

L

| ,..n1,0.,n,

, r o,J ro.nr) ]

Fig. 8.3 Major dimensions of the caniage sprocket

Part No.: sb-mf-7 and sb-tf-5

Number of teeth: 15

Quantity: 4

Mass moment of inertia for one unit:

Apply eqØ.7)

Density, p: 7850 kg/m3.

DinìcDsioDs: inch (nclcr)
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Mass moment of inertial for four units:

J :4.40 x l0-3 kg-m2

8.6 Motor sprocket
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Fig. 8.4 Major dimensions of the motor sprocket
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Part No.: sb-mf-8

Number of teeth: l7

Quantity: 1

Mass moment of inertia for one unit:

Apply eq(4.7)

Density, p:7850 kg/m3.

r:| {o or)tzasol[r]l- r$t.]
* L ço oz)rzasor[rSi- rSl.]
:1.27 x 10-3 kg-*t

8.7 Chain tensioner

Chain

tensionec-

Fig. 8.5 Chain tensioner, sb-tf-4
Part No.: sb-tÊ4

Quantity: 2

8.8 Nut for threaded rod

Part No.: sb-cg-2-l-6 and sb-cg-3-14

Inner thread diameter: i.0 in (0.025 m)
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Note: the nut for threaded rod should match with a threaded rod with 5 threads/in.

Quantity: 2

8.9 Roller bearing

Part No.: sb-cg-2-2-1 and sb-cg-3-13-1

Inner bore: 5/8 in.

Quantity: 32

8.10 Bolt, nut and spacer for roller bearing

Part No.: sb-cg-2-2-2 and sb-cg-3-13-2 (bolt)

Thread diameter: 5/8 in

Quantity: 32

Part No.: sb-cg-2-2-3 and sb-cg-3-l3-3 (nut)

Inner thread diameter: 5/8 in

Quantity: 32

Part No.: sb-cg-2-2-4 and sb-cg-3-13-4 (spacer)

Inner diameter: 5/8 in

Quantity:64
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8.11 Streering wheel

Steering *'heel

Fig. 8.6 Steering wheel to adjust tool position in lateral direction

Part No.: sb-cg-4

Quantity: I

B.l2 Flat surface rigid wheel

Part No.: sb-cg-7

Wheel diameter: 3 in (0.0762 m)

Wheel width: 2 in (0.05 m)

Quantity: 4
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8.13 Threaded rod

Part No.: sb-cg-8 (horizontal)

Length: 50 in (1.3 m)

Thread diameter: I in (0.0254 m)

Note: 5 threads/in

Quantity: 1

Part No.: sb-cg-9 (vertical)

Length: 60 in (1.5 m)

Thread diameter: 1 in (0.0254 m)

Note: 5 threads/in

Quantity: 1

B.l4 Reducer and small electric motor

Part No.: sb-cg-10 (reducer)

Reduction ratio: 60:1

Quantity: I

Part No.: sb-cg-12 (small motor)

Power: 1/10 hp

Electrical: Single phase, 240V

Speed: 1725 rpm
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Quantity: 1

8.15 Flange bearing

Part No.: sb-cg-i4

Inner bore: 0.5 in (0.0127 m)

Quantity:4

8.16 Groovy rigid wheel

Part No.: sb-cg-15-1

Diameter: 4 in (0.10 m)

Width: 2.5 in (0.06 m)

Quantity: 4

B.l7 Chain # B

Part No.: sb-cg-16

Chain type: Roller chain, ASA# 60.

# of strand : single strand.

Mass per unit lengh :1.624 kg/m.

Chain length :24.40 m.

Total mass :39.62kg.

Quantity:2.
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APPENDTX C

C.l Drive shaft

Part No.: sb-mf-3 and sb-tf-2

Quantity: 2

Mass moment of inertia for one unit:

Apply eq. (4.6)

r:1 tr.26) (7850) ( 
0=05 

)o :6.07 x 10-3 ks-*'2' 2

Mass moment of inertia for two units:

J: 1.82 x 10-2 kg-.t.
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C"2 Square tubing

f- 'tt(o.o2s) 
+

Dirnensions: inch (rneter)

Fig. C.1 Cross sectional dimensions of a square steel tubing

Material: Steel ASTM 36

E:200x 106 kPa

Density, p:7850 kg/m3

Cross sectional area, A": 2.32 x 10-a m2

Area moment of inertia, Iu:2.05 x10-8 ma

0.r0 (0.003)
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C.3 Steel angle

l
l

I

I---
l

I

2.00 (5.08 e-2)

--T'frØ.te e-z)
2.00 (5.08 e-2) t

I

I

Dimensions: inch (meter)

Fig. C.2 Cross sectional dimensions of a steel angle

Material: Steel ASTM 36

E:200 x 106 kPa

Density, p:7850 kg/m3

Cross sectional area, A" :4.61x 10-a m2

Area moment of inertia,Iu: f .i3x10-7 ma

rt,ç+.le e-z¡
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APPEÞ{ÐIX D

Fig. D. 1 Soil bin assembly components

Scilc: Nhlcrirl:
Do Dol scclc Ãh;
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Fig. D. 2 Soil bin assembly dimensions

Fig. D. 3 Soil container assembly components
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ll:Ì:
il)

I,in \o

sb-sc-l -l

t2) \b-sc-l -?

(l) *l-1
sh-sc-l-4(4)

ri) sh-sc-l 'j

ró) sb-sc-l-li

(1) sb-sc-l-7

(E) sb-sc-l-S

(e) sb-sc-l'f)

:!t:::ll9

lirl. {6;l,YrrlriñÆ l;!ñ.
)ât No: sb-sc-

f)tv: I

Sc¡lci
Do not scxlc

M¡tcrial:

Shcc! I of 2

Fig. D. 4 Soil container frame members

Tillc: soil côntîincr frrrìc
I'ú No: sb.sc- I

;; ;,;,.i --i Qr):1r.,,t., lrfarsri¡l:
lJon¡tstrlc Sfi.:",: "r l

Fig. D. 5 Soil container frame dimensions

5tj0 - :i!i¿
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J",
r{ -''

'"f 'tt'''
{-tr¿'

s l.s0

Fig. D. 6 Detail dimensions, sb-sc-1-i

2.00

Notcl
l- Usc 2x4 stccl nrbing, N¡ll lhickncss 0.15
in

lQryì 5

Iúalerirl: Slccl

Notc:
l. Llsc l\l stccl lubinr. \\¡ll lhickncss 0.1 ril.

F=il--''Ill ll 4.00lLll I

i-tilq qee! !rLþ!!!B
ìParr Nor slr-sc,l-t

r.00

'l-l-r.oo l[_]lT-

-rl23:oo *)'-' ,t

r_l
Fig. D. 7 Detall dimensions, sb-sc-l-2
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Notc:
L [Jsr lx] slccl ùbinq, \\'1ll thicklcss 0.1 irì

Fig. D. 8 Detail dimensions, sb-1-3

'-22.25

Fig. D. 9 Detail dimensions, sb-sc-i-4

+ r.oo F-
i-l-Tir I r00
ll---l I

Ndù:
L Ljsc IxI slcùl lilbing. wrll thìckncss 0.I in.

I
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Fig. D. 10 Detail dimensions, sb-sc-l-5

ll ?5

Fig. D. 11 Detail dimensions, sb-sc-1-6

- r.oo f--
I l! r.00
l!t

Notc;
L [Jsc I x I slccl tubìng, Nlll rhi{knùss 0.] iD

i1 illc: loNcr rvrll hrl)ìn! itr

:,. ii,ñd= iPan ND: sb_sc_ l_ó

98

Scâlc: i N4îlcnrl: Srêcl



I t.trtt !-

I roo

Notcl
l. Use lxl slccl tubing, w¡ll thickDcss 0.1 iD

Fig. D. 12Detail dimensions, sb-sc-l-7

j t.00 i--
I ruuI rr

Nolc:
l. Usc lxl stccl lubin!, \,111 rlricknc$ 0,1 iil.

'filler floor lùbipllp _
P¡l No: sb-sc-l'?
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F- --- -- -6.00

F 200 ;
T- --r

l.oo Ì

_L.

1.00

i

I

I

0.25-l:
I

çr:
rb41d4'k :Tjrlc:rrilnlrrc

lPrt No: sb.sc- l-9

l9-.3tt:r1t.l.r . ....i Q1f,..10,.... ........ .

.Scrlc: : Nt¡tÈri3l: StÙcl

i Do no! scrle :Shc¿l I úf I

Fig. D. 14 Detail dimensions, sb-sc-1-9

¡ ?.oo:

Nolc:
L Llsc,l\,1 stcÈl în!!lr

I 9:..1!:'i1..: ll .

tSc¡lc:
I I)o nol scîlc

Titl¿: lloôr mÒunL

jPrf, No: sb-sc-l-10

:4,!)t,..lg ì

i \lrtlirli St'Èl l

Fig. D. 15 Detail dimensions, sb-sc-l-10

i00

lshcùl I of I



Fig. D. 16 Soil container box members

Fig. D. 17 Soil container box dimensions

i01



Notc:
ì. Usc pllavoorl lhickncss 0.5 inchcs

Fig. D. 18 Detail dimensions, sb-sc-2-1

Fig. D. 19 Detail dimensions, sb-sc-Z-Z

t02



Pa¡t No

Fig. D. 20 Rail assembly components

rlc

Fig. D. 21 Rail assembly dimensions
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--- - I n.r,,

-T

Norc:
l- l-bum ¡ùn-rt¡r:240 in

Fig. D. 22Detail dimensions, sb-rx-l

ÌSc¡lc:
i Do nor scalc

Fig. D. 23 Detail dimensions, sb-rx-1 (side view)
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FtlI 1.00 1

Notc:
L Usc stecl rrglc. lcngrh: 240
ir

iSc{lc: : l\'fntùnîl: slccl

Notc:
l plrtc thickncss:0-25 in

Fig. D. 24Detail dimensions, sb-rx-2

Fig. D. 25 Detail dimensions, sb-rx-3

8xØithruall

105

Sc¡lc:
Do ilot smlc



-* 2.00 --r _=]-r
liliL_il-_lI ^l "

240'00 '-rJ 
' 'zJ

,'ìi
]I

!- l

''of[]]- 3.00--l

5.00

Fig. D. 26Detall dimensions, sb-rx-4

gi].:ril:l:l::.1:

Do nd scalc

Nolc:

L Nlntcri¡l rhiokncss: I in
f. lunlcri¡l hnglh: l0 lì

Fig. D. 27 Detall dimensions, sb-rx-5
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illcnrs

t( 1)

iQ)

i!1)
r(¡)

-q'}
'.r.'t)

Pnrt No

;:;-l-
sb-ñ-2
sb-ß-l
sb-ß-{
sb-N-j

$h-ß-6.:
sb-rs-,'

_(4) 1s¡I i _rc).(3)
ttil

r.. 1 , Tl--1. ,'\5/\. (r) ,árr{\ '/-'il \\\ 

-\ 

\\\t
k<(\ \\ ' H\r \\ ,'\\ ¡\\\ \\ ' \\ \\\\ \\_\ \l'rÈ- :--\ìN,ÌV\'\ / \\ /-ñ'Nr \\, \\(//\)(À\\___l\\l\ /r-,.1lrf(.

)

)

dit:i i

ì l-irlc: rlil suDDor fr¡nrc

:P¡l No: sb-rs

;ely: l
scllc: ivl!91.i1,...........
Do nol sølc ishc.r i ôf ?

Fig. D. 28 Rail support frame members

Fig. D. 29 Rail support frame dimensions
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1.00 ,

-l-ñio
I

Fig. D. 30 Detail dimensions, sb-rs-1

Not¿:
ì. Usc lxl stccl trrbing, Nrll thick¡css 0.1 iil

Notc:
l. Use 2r.1 stcèl hrbing, Nflll rhickn¿ss 0.25
i,r

Fig. D. 31 Detail dimensions, sb-rs-2
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-{,,r, ,---

';lnl

Nolc:
L Usc l\ì slcel Nbing, N¡ll thickìcss 0.1 in

Fig. D. 32Detall dimensions, sb-rs-3

N0tc:
L Usc Irl stcel nrtj¡D8. wôll rllickncss 0.1 in

Fig. D. 33 Detail dimensions, sb-rs-4
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I

Fig. D. 34 Detail dimensions, sb-rs-5

Fig. D. 35 Detail dimensions, sb-rs-6

¡.oo 
]i] €,l_i ' 

l

--,oo --,

0.,. 
I ...'-----------.--.-.----._-- -

, 2 x øi thn' al¡

--t
i l.of)

-I

--']l-:-
Tilb: ruil

Pal No: sb-ß-ó

Scile:
f)o nol scrlc

À4alcriîlr Slccl
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,Ølthrrrall

--t-
I

2.00

I

o.:sLf_ :-l
I

Fig. D. 36 Detail dimensions, sb-rs-7

Fig. D. 37 Motor end frame assembly components

-],oo

l--,,',-

ltcn15 I)¡rt No.

,-(s)
l
¡ -_-(1j,-tlr l

q! Ãi,\6t//\ . ! ,r^'/1\ , ; ///\r.
-J_/A\{-}-,,-lDi L¡! r*1flY---- r rji r--- fli-r iÊ¡ri.- -

fll
(2)

str-¡rf- ì

sbr¡rf-2

(3) sb-nrl-3

(4) sb-scJ

(5)

l1t
(?) sb.sc-?

(s) sh-sc-8

:¡f ;¡e_lq¡fg r*le 1¡!e1'¡¡111-
!¡l Nor sb,nrf

¡rl--*1.----,
tt¡Icriâl:
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/-(5)

iTitlc: nrdor cnd frrnre :

iParl No: sb-n)f,l I

Fig. D. 39 Motor end frame dimensions

i QtY: I

lS.¡1.
ì Do nor scrlc lshccl I Òa ?

r12

Fig. D. 38 Motor end frame members

L
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I
I

I

.i 2.00 :-
l.---i I

ll2.o0rì i

Nolel
¡. Usc 2x2 srocl tub¡ng. wrll
thickncss I in

¡iti l

iPnf No: sb{ilÈl-l

Fig. D. 40 Detail dimensions, sb-mÊ1-l

Nolc:
l. Usc 2x2 slccl tùbìnÊ, Nôll
thickncss { rn

Fig. D. 41 Detail dimensions, sb-rs-1-3
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--l 2.00 --
ll z.oo
ilI

{f
)l

J_
fÍ

Notc:
L U$c 2xl stccl rtrqìr, \vâll

tbickncss fr in

Fig. D. 42Detail dimensions, sb-rs-4

fl¡
__il'io-; ¿.oo l-

Notc:
L Usc 4\4 slccl rnSIc, !v¡ll
thickncss j in

,'iì::l:.......... i l
u¡bsdrñrc Tir|(,: basc:¡.cnd¡lld6ø!ci +

scarc: i.\11tl,ll, ì!ï1.
I)0 not scalc :Shcct I ol- l

Fig. D. 43Detall dimensions, sb-rs-l-5
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l

--l 2.00 r
: orJ llrll--ll

Notc:
L Usc 2x2 slccl lrbiDg, \\'¡ìl
thickncss I in

Fig. D. 44Detail dimensions, sb-rs-1-6

Titlú: il)kl vcrtic¡l rùbinr
rk¡n,úil I'an No: sb.Dt,l,6

Notc:
l. Usc 2x2 slcùl tr)bitrg, wall
thickncss I in

-f 2.00 -
lnl-lli I 2.00ir!_r

iscalc: -!tjlgl!¡ç"I
.........-..1,?:.lgll.-l!l ishcd I or ¡

Fig. D. 45Detall dimensions, sb-rs-l-7
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Sc¡lc

Tilìr': molo.

P¡l No: sb{il1:l-S

I lvfilcri¡l; srcùl

Do trot sc¡lc istrc"r

Fig. D. 46Detall dimensions, sb-rs-l-8

Fig. D. 47 Detall dimensions, sb-rs-l-9

-j !.oo l--

l, I i :.no
LLJ] I
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ñ,no

Fig. D. 49 Tensioner end frame assembly components

Fig. D. 48 Detail dimensions, sb-mf-3
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Fig. D. 50 Tensioner end frame members

Fig. D. 51 Tensioner end frame dimensions
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Nolc:
l. [Isc :x2 slccl tubing, lrâll
rlìckness I in

Fig. D. 52Detail dimensions, sb-tÊl-l

--l

--l 2.00 --
If-t

l.0tì r I

Llt li

Norc:
l. Usc lr2 slccl tubiDg, \!ôll
thickuess I in

Fig. D. 53 Detail dimensions, sb-tf-1-2

1i9

l)o rcr.sùlc____lsrcd r ILL__- _*_l



Nolc:
l. Usc 2x2 stccl tubing, \çîll
thickncss I i[

'.,n'nrh.i ltît No: Sb

ù úrr,d , r" Qty:2

Fig. D. 54 Detail dimensions, sb-tf-1-3

Nolc:
l. Usc 2rl slccl Ânglc, \nll
thickncss,i in

Fig. D. 55 Detail dimensions, sb-tf-1-4
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Fig. D. 56 Detail dimensions, sb-cg-1-5

-- 2.00 |.-
i-ì-II i :.oo
I rl I

Fig. D. 57 Detall dimensions, sb-mf-l-7

t21

Scrlc:
I)o nol scrlc



¡rci:bd:d iPrtNo:stlntl:l-ó

not scfllc shcct I ot

Fig. D. 58 Detail dimensions, sb-mf-l-6

ft-r
ll I z.oo

,- z.oo F.

Note:
L Usc lx2 slccl ntrglc, \'all
tbickncss ¡]; in

Fig. D. 59 Detail dimensions, sb-cg-i-7
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Norc:
L Usc 4x.l slccl ôilglc. N¡ll
lhichrùss I iD

O¡:J

iScrlc:
Do Dol sc¡lc

Fig. D. 60 Detail dimensions, sb-tf-l-8

l'
I

l

i

5.7 5

i

l

1..

t.00

r.00

Notc:
l. Lisc 2x2 srecl ¡nslù, \vîll
thickncss ¡l¿ ìn

Fig. D. 6i Detail dimensions, sb-tf-l-9
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-- :.0{, -

Fig. D. 62Detall dimensions, sb-tf-l-10

Fig. D. 63 Detail dimensions, sb-tf-2
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I f¿:,-+'.

iScrlc:
Do ¡ol scilc

Fig. D. 65 Cariage assembly components (side view)

Fig. D. 64 Carriage assembly components
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Ìlcnìs I Pilr No

/-18) ./-(.1)

Fig. D. 66 Carriage body frame members

i {12)

_tll)

Pxn Nô

sb-cg.l.l4

sb-cg- 1- I 7

| :la:a --1
l--!
I 'rk..dkßr. ,Tì

il':

la* -.*" , ,. o

li.,r" i'j
I t)o not scrlc

Fig. D. 67 Caniage body frame members

/ (ts!
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Fig. D. 68 Carriage body frame dimensions

Notc
l. LIsc I x I sr.cl n¡bitg. \,îll Ihickncsr^ 0. I io

i l'irlc

&,1
!,'bi!g
'c-l - |

.,99lll!ì!
No: sb'

:
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Fig. D. 70 Detail dimensions, sb-sg-1-2

i

-'¡- t.oo ¡--
| _---l

' 
*]f-l. ll--l¡-
I

Fig. D. 7I Detail dimensions, sb-cg-l-3

+lnnJ-
fl-l-ll r0oL]

--rI

Nolc:
l. Usc lxl slccl lubjng, wrll lhickncss 0.1 in

.- *d.,,r I i Qly: I
Scnle: I N,lntcrinl: Stcrl

i Do nol scîlc lshecl I ol' t

Nolcl
L tl\c l\l src(l tubing. rr¡rll thiukncss 0.1 rr

I

ro
:^::ìïil;ìi,...,,. ;Tirlú: ccnrcr rcf, iül sutpor

:Pifl Nù: sh-(s-l-l
,., -,." l.: , _ .: alriJ
Sc¡rl.* . 

Milcrifll Sl{cl

t-=----- _---.-- /
a Is- Ì----

,f I

t28
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T¡tlc: sidÈ lhmc nrbino

"1....;, prt No: sb,cr-lJ

Fig. D. T2Detail dimensions, sb-cg-1-4

Fig. D. 73 Detall dimensions, sb-cg-1-5

Nolù:
L Usc lxl slccl trbing. w¡ll rhicknr\s 0.1 iI

i lìrlù: 
'rid

Sc¡lc: i M¡lcriîl: Slccl

r29
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Nolc:
L Usù lxl slccl hrbing, wrll thickncss 0.1 in.

P.rn Nd: sh.c*-l-6
:Q¡),: Iô

I Scrlc: i 

^frtcil¡l: 
Slccl

Dolo!$rlt:: I¡\", ' ot ,

f-r
| :.oo

-tl 
i.- 2.00 -.'

Nolc:
I. Usc 2r2 sl.rl înglc, w¡l¡
rhickncss ì'ìl i¡r

Scnlc'
Do nor scîle

Fig. D. 75 Detail dimensions, sb-cg-1-7

Fig. D. T4Detail dimensions, sb-cg-1-6
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'I

I

I0.:5-:,:r_
t

Fig. D. 77 Detatl dimensions, sb-cg-1-9

Fig. D. T6Detail dimensions, sb-cg-l-8
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o.lsf: l--l_ËI-

Fig. D. 78 Detail dimensions, sb-cg-1-10

iScllù:
i Do not sc¡lc

',"i l-l

Fig. D. 79 Detail dimensions, sb-cg-l-l1

Notc:
l. Woll lhickilc\s:0.10 in

'l irl¡: snrccr

I'nn No: sl]-cr-l-l I

.e., ",+.r ,,, Qr),:J

Sc¡|.,: Milcrifll: Sl(cl
Dr n¡t sc¡lu Shcct I ot I
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Fig. D. 80 Detail dimensions, sb-cg-l-12

l

l
l

i

i

Fig. D. 81 Detail dimensions, sb-cg-1-13
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--] ,.,u¡-

T

Fig. D. 82 Detail dimensions, sb-cg-i-14

No¡c:
L Usc l\l srccl lubing, \\'rll thickncss 0.1 in.
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-- 1.00 r-
ll I I roo

Scilc:
Do ilol scalc

Fig. D. 84 Detail dimensions, sb-cg-1-16

Fig. D. 85 Detail dimensions, sb-cg-1-17

- 1.00 t-

Il
[!i I
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,,rEl

Nolù:
l. W¡ll thickncss:0.1 in

Fig. D. 86 Detail dimensions, sb-cg-1-18

Titlc: horizontrl ¡rli frunc rsnl
{.,iìdß ip¡¡ No: slÈcg-2
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I cdidJ ri 1 0 01

I c- .rttr , r. ! Qlv

; Scalc: i lr4¡lcri¡l:
I Do not sc¡tc iiiì-,.'- r

Fig. D. 88 Lateral adjustment frame dimensions

(5)

Fig. D. 89 Lateral adjustment frame members
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I
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o

o

Fig. D. 90Lateral adjustment frame members (back view)

No!o:
l. Llsc 2x2 stccl ¡nclc, \Yîll
thickncss ia in

Fig. D. 91 Detail dimensions 2-1-1
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Nolc:
L Usc lx2 stccl¡ntlc. ull
rhickncss ,i, in

Fig. D. 92Detall dimensions 2-l-2

-T
i

300

T

-- Ø 1.00 Thru all

:

.l I

'8

or+

('-l

:

l)o ilol sc¡lc ishccr I ol l

Fig. D. 93 Detail dimensions, sb-cg-2-1-3
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Nolc:
l. Usc 2x2 srccl rng¡c, wÂll

rhickncss + in

Fig. D. 94Detail dimensions 3-1-4

Notc:
L Llsc lx2 srel rnqlc, \ç¡ll
thickncss ¡]; in

Fig. D. 95 Detail dimensions, sb-cg-3-1-5
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Fig. D. 96 Vertical frame members

:l-:q,l_l
sl¡-cg-3-9

sb'cß-3-l t)

Ilt i
(e) 

i

(t0)

_(e)

( 10)

Fig. D. 97 Yertical frame members (inner frame)
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Fig. D. 98 Vertical adjustment members (alternate view)

-l 2.00 |-.-
---ì -l

ll 3.00ili

Nolcl
|. Usc 2x2 srel inglc, sill
lììickncss il in

Fig. D. 99 Detail dimensions, sd-cg-3-i
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-] 2.00 ¡
--l*I ll 2.00lli

Notùl
L Usu 2x2 stel ¡ngh, \Ìall
lhickncss ii in

Fig. D. 100 Detail dimensions, sb-cg-3-2

2.00

-¡l-:t-
ll 2oo
I

Ä

l

Note:
l. Use 2x2 steel angle, wall
thickness -,i in

:ç,."r. 1 M¡terirl: stec¡

iDonotsccle lsheer I of I

Fig. D. 101 Detail dimensions, sb-cg-3-3
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Fig. D. 102 Detail dimensions, sb-cg-3-4

;i-loro!/ l¡rl

".",,*tr lhÍ No:

Do nol scrle

Fig. D. 103 Detail dimensions, sb-cg-3-5

n-T
li :.oo

.rl I
-; z.oo F-

fitlcr c¡d hrbinß

'rn No: sb-cg'3-{

)rv:2
Scðlc-

Do not stllc
Mfllcri¡l: Stccl

Shccr I of I
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Notc;
l. llsc 2\2 slccl ânBlc. lvsll
thicknÈss ù iD

Fig. D. 104 Detail dimensions, sb-cg-3-6

* -'. .'- '4.00
l

i-2.00--:tliiii

t
rl 75 

- - 
,''-" I

Fig. D. 105 Detail dimensions, sb-cg-3-7
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__*i 2.00 r_----¡--r
| 2-00
Ll r

N olc:
l. Use 2x2 stccl anglc. rvall
thickress ¡), in

Fig. D. 106 Detail dimensions, sb-cg-3-8

Nolc:
). [Jsc 2x] slccl ¡rglc. wîll
thickncss ¡i, in

Fig. D. 107 Detail dimensions, sb-cg-3-9

þ-2.50 *:
liir
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Ndc:
l. Usc 2x2 srccl ânglc. w¡ll
rhickncss ¡lo irr

Fig. D. 108 Detail dimensions, sb-cg-3-10

o.,rl---

Fig. D. 109 Detail dimensions, sb-cg-3-i 1
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Fig. D. 110 Detail dimensions, sb-cg-3-12
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Fig. D. 111 Lower wheel assembly components and dimensions, sb-cg-7
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Fig. D. 112 Detail dimensions,sb-cg-7-2
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Fig. D. 113 Detail dimensions, sb-cg-7-3
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Fig. D. 114 Detail dimensions, sb-cg-13
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Fig. D. 115 Top rigid wheel assembly components and dimensions, sb-cg-15
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Fig. D. 116 Detail dimensions, sb-cg-15-2
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